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Complete Graphics inc 
Complete Graphics inc is a full-service

graphic design and printing company
with over 34 years in the printing and
advertising business. Jim rittwage sr
started CGi in the basement of his home
in 1984 and expanded to what it is today
with the help of his family. alongside Jim
rittwage sr, are his wife Phyllis, sons Jim
rittwage Jr, Mark rittwage and daughter
in-law elaine rittwage. their current
location at 38 east High street allows
walk in customers to experience a warm
and welcoming environment, while
customers from across the world can
reach them via phone, email and on the
web. some of their customers have never
even met them, or know where
Pottstown, Pennsylvania is. 

Complete Graphics has successfully
integrated high-tech graphic design with
basic family values, allowing a balance of
home and work life. CGi brings this
balance to their customers as well,
allowing them to forget about large
agency fees and know that one person is
handling their project from start to finish.

whether it is a project to be printed and
distributed via mail, or a banner hung on
display for window advertisement, it can
be done at CGi. 

as the world changes and technology
enhances, so do the machines at CGi. we
have the ability to print full color or black
and white digital prints for products of
various sizes and quantities. we offer
commercial printing backed by service
and quality that is second-to-none and
wide-format printing that is unmatched
by any other printer in its class. we can
take your digital photograph and take it
to the press in a matter of hours. From
small projects to large scale projects, we
are your one stop shop for all your
advertising and printing needs. 

For additional information, please call
610.327.1780; email: complete.graphix.com;
www.complete-graphix.com


